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2017 was another momentous year for M-TIBA - not only did it continue to increase its user base and overall 
savings, but it was also the year where it got coverage in international mainstream media such as The Guardian or 
the BBC, and made a strategic move to collaborate with NHIF.

We have tried to complement the great work done by the teams on the ground via specific interventions 
harnessing behavioral economics insights. This report will give an overview of the quick wins generated from our 
field trips as well as experimental tests ran. Among those are redesigned agent incentives, a new flyer, habit 
creation through calendars, and winning SMS messages. A substantial portion of the learnings has been applied to 
operations and scaled up. Some long-standing ideas, such as variable bonus scheme, making the wallet less 
locked, are still to be tested and taken up in 2018. With the strategic shift to make iPUSH a success, we deeply 
believe that the behavioral adoption of regular savings is still an important area to improve on, with a few key 
interventions ready to be tested and launched. These learnings will potentially be pivotal to the success of iPUSH,
as savings in M-TIBA plays a complimentary role in terms of the financial eco-system. Relatedly, we will share 
preliminary findings from user journey tests on Mbrella - the peer-to-peer co-funding platform to address the hard 
economic constraints of the low income. Tests on iPUSH to help users save for insurance premiums and on 
Mbrella to raise more co-fundings will be at the core of our work in 2018.

We couldn’t have achieved any of this without the hard work by the teams at Carepay, PharmAccess Kenya, 
PharmAccess Amsterdam, and Dodore, who not only have been supportive, but also a pleasure to work with. We 
also want to extend our heartfelt thanks to the Joep Lange Institute for their generous financial support and their 
dedication to digital innovations to improve healthcare access for the global poor. We look forward to taking the 
productive collaboration with all of these stakeholders into another successful year in 2018!

Foreword
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Over the past 12 months, we have uncovered a variety of ways that M-TIBA can be a more effective tool for its users. Certainly, not every
intervention tested worked as expected, and more tests have resulted in surprising results than we expected – by now we all agree that our
intuitions can sometimes go wrong and testing is valuable for understanding both what works and what does not work. Each test contributed to
our understanding of the barriers that stand in the way of users, what to scale up and more importantly what not to scale up.

The table below gives an overview over where we have run experiments, sorted by five key behavioral science themes and five means of
interacting with users. Our work has spanned a range of research, from testing interventions experimentally, to better understanding users’
underlying perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes with qualitative research, and to eventually applying the insights and learnings generated to
product design. Key findings from this year are numbered below and presented in more details on the next two slides.
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Empirically examining value propositions
Instead of assuming what features of the product appeal to users, we ran a test to find out what appeal to the users the most. There is
opportunity to enhance M-TIBA’s messaging by prioritizing the features that resonate most (e.g., bonus and dependents), and increasing
attention to well-liked, but unfamiliar features (e.g., funds never expire).

Redesigning the M-TIBA agent-patient interaction to alter patient’s subsequent engagement
A. In May, 2017, M-TIBA implemented a new agent incentive scheme partly based on our recommendations. The new scheme led

to new enrollees depositing more on day one and a greater likelihood to deposit 100/- in the first month.
B. We also explored how to further optimize agents’ sign-up process. We found that agents following up with users led to

significantly greater repeat savings, and that helping users set savings goals showed promising results. But providing too much
information, however, backfired.

Giveaways infused with behavioral interventions can significantly promote savings
A. In the first giveaway test, patients who received calendars embedded with goal-settings and implementation intention related BE

interventions saved more than patients who received a control calendar without BE interventions embedded (11% - 13% vs. 0%
saved in the subsequent 3 months).

B. In the same test, patients who received calendars embedded with inspiring health-savings stories of a male protagonist Joseph
saved more than patients who received a control calendar (7.6% vs. 0% saved in the subsequent 3 months).

C. These impressive large effects, however, were not found in a follow-up AB test with patients enrolled in the ten innovation
clinics, with the treatment condition combining stories and goal-setting. This is potentially because more than 20% are already
savers in the control group, nudged by clinics agents and the effect of the calendar is diluted, or perhaps having too many
interventions at once can backfire. While our focus has shifted to a calendar for saving for insurance premiums, we are in the
process of designing follow-up tests to find out which exact components can be scaled up and in what ways.

Executive Summary (cont.)
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SMS reminder messages can stimulate savings, but more explorations required to address other barriers than forgetfulness
A. Sending simple SMS reminders has proven to be effective compared to not sending SMS reminders. In one test, sending a weekly

short reminder to save resulted in 7 times more savers compared to no reminders (4.8% vs.0.7%)
B. In other tests, we further discovered that: SMS messages that re-anchor (from the 100/- bonus to 10/-) significantly increase saving

rates. Weekly reminder messages stimulate more savings than biweekly ones. However, when segmenting the population based on
past saving behavior, while weekly frequency is the best for savers, it did not lead to more savings compared to bi-weekly frequency
for those who haven’t made their 1st deposit since sign up. Other personalized messages or messages that provide additional
incentives or rationale for savings, however, backfired. This is potentially due to the main barrier of savings being forgetfulness
instead of lack of intentions to save, and as a result, adding explicit rationale might activate System II which prohibits immediate
actions due to over-thinking.

C. We also started exploring the effectiveness of SMS as a platform to implement variable incentives such as vouchers and prizes.

Opportunity to improve the provider journey through interventions that target clinic staff at various levels
A. SMS that looks like a voucher can increase utilization of the voucher, which helps create visibility of M-TIBA transactions demand.
B. The pilot test of goal setting on cash advance of clinic owners/administrators is promising. This was not perceived as a priority area

to further develop by the field team, but could be revisited in 2018.
C. A clinician training game, named Bill Thrill, will help increase providers’ engagement, and ultimately improve the billing efficiency

and accuracy of the staff.

Development of the new Mbrella platform to connect M-TIBA savers with US donors
● This platform will enable donors to connect with and contribute to individual patients directly through M-TIBA. This year, we tested

how homophily (the human tendency to prefer similar others), default donation amounts, and including recipients’ portraits
displaying various emotions affected charitable donations on an Mbrella prototype. These low cost tests are instrumental for
selecting the most promising product features to develop in order to maximize donations.

4.

5.
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Program Design Agents Giveaway Follow-Up Providers

(A) Incentive Progression 
Models 
Can we optimize the copayment 
incentive progression scheme and 
leverage growth mindset 
psychological intervention, so that 
patients will be motivated to save?

→ Barrier: Users don’t have a habit 
of paying for insurance and drop out
after the 1st year of free insurance

(D) CHV Engagement 
Interventions 
Can we motivate CHV with 
psychological interventions such 
as self-affirmation, inspirational 
stories or co-creation of 
implementation plans?

→ Barrier: Intrinsic motivation 
not established, unclear 
expectations

(F) iPUSH Calendar 
Giveaway
Can we reinforce savings 
intention with norm change 
stories and increase adherence 
with innovative goal-setting 
and tracking gadgets? 

→ Barrier: Planning Fallacy, 
Progress not tangible/visible, 
Low self-efficacy

(G) Smart Personalized 
SMS Messages 
Can we increase savings with 
SMS reminders that are adapted 
to each individual based on 
each user’s unique 
characteristics?

→ Barrier: One-cut-for-all
reminders are not relevant
enough for different segments

(H) Cashier Training and 
Engagement 
Can we increase the willingness 
and desire of M-TIBA cashiers 
to transact with M-TIBA by 
bolstering training efforts with a 
game?

→ Barrier: Lack of cashier buy-
in, M-TIBA needs practice to use

(B) Unlocking Feature
Can we promote savings in M-TIBA 
by introducing the option of  
emergency withdrawals?

→ Barrier: Fear of money being 
locked when needed

(E) Habit Forming Savings Simulation 
Can we reduce the barriers of saving with saving simulation
practice upon signup or reactivation? And initiate habit-formation 
in cutting expenses and savings with situational learnings?

→ Barrier: Not remembering how to save; No habit in cutting 
down spending and saving

(I) ANC Visits 
Can we boost ANC visits by 
sending social norms embedded 
reminders?

→ Barrier: Pressure on women 
to stay at home 

(C) Variable Rewards
Can we increase savings into M-TIBA 
with a variable reward scheme instead 
of a fixed reward scheme?

→ Barrier: Incentive not motivating 
enough

Moving into 2018
Next year, while we continue the work on saving for a health wallet, we will also expand our focus into a related, but different challenge - saving 
for health insurance. The table below includes some preliminary ideas on what we can already work on in the first two quarters of the year. 



Our Approach 
Center for Advanced Hindsight
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Targeted research interventions

Map out potential barriers in the behavioral 
journey

A rough sketch of how we apply scientific insights and develop 
interventions to test 

General framework of diagnosis and interventions
General framework of diagnosis and 

interventions



How to read a Behavioral Map
1. Macrosteps. We begin by determining the 
major steps the user has to go through to arrive at 
a desired outcome – the Macrosteps.

3. Barriers. Finally, we identify the 
reasons that might prevent a user 

from going through the Macrostep. 
Interventions are developed to 

understand and minimize the effect 
of these barriers. 

2. Microsteps. The Macrosteps are 
then broken down into more specific 
actions involved in this step.

12
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M-TIBA is made up of two different user experiences. A new related 
product, Mbrella, is discussed in Section 2 of this report

Working towards maximizing the 
users’ journey

We use behavioral maps to identify all of the 
behavioral and psychological steps that users 
go through as they progress towards the 
desired behavior (in this case, saving for health 
regularly). Maps help identify reasons why 
users might fall out of the journey before 
reaching the desired behavior. These tools help 
us decide where to develop interventions and 
what what interventions should try to 
accomplish. 

CAH has made progress in overcoming 
barriers in both patients and providers’ 
journeys in 2017. 

Patients
Low and middle-income 
Kenyans who have limited or 
no access to healthcare

Providers
Medical and administrative 
staff at M-TIBA clinics

Co-Funders
Anyone who wants to donate 
and help fund a patient’s 
health costs.



Section 1

Updated User Journeys
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We worked on both patient and provider journeys, with a focus on 
increasing patients’ savings.

Patient Journey
The goal is to increase savings by clearing barriers in two 

macrosteps: sign up, and first deposit. 

Provider Journey
The goal is to increase adoption in two 

macrosteps: registering patients, and using M-
TIBA as a payment method.

15



We developed a variety of studies and tested a range of interventions 
for each core barrier.

Sign-up to M-TIBA 
Barrier 2.1: Confusion about M-TIBA
Users surveyed were confused about the product

Barrier 2.2: Little or Misinformation by agents
Agents gave insufficient info during sign-up partly 
due to commission only tied to sign-up, not savings

Make 1st and repeated deposit
Barrier 3.1: Forget to Deposit

Barrier 3.2/3.3: Incentive not motivating

Barrier 4.2: Saving not a Habit

Use M-TIBA as standard payment method
Barrier 2.1: Lack of Buy-in and Proficiency
Barrier 3.4: Staff need Practice to Use

• Value Proposition Study: Evidence-based 
approach to value propositions

• Incentive Tweaks: Behavioral Economics 
informed tweaks to Agent Incentives

• SMS Studies: Personalization, anchoring etc. 

• Bonus and Voucher Study: Variable and 
loyalty-based reward systems

• Behavioral Economics Embedded Giveaways: 
Savings calendar with nudges

• Gamifying Cashier Training: Bill Thrill 
training game

Provider

Patient

Studies & InterventionsPriority BarriersUser Journey

16



Patient Journey
Insights from 2017
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Intend to Save Sign-up to M-TIBA Deposit on the day of 
sign up

Deposit more than once

~71k
Agent-

Enrolled

~ 17%
Agent-

Enrolled

Data analyzed for 2017, May 29 – Nov 12

User Funnel
Agent-Enrolled vs. User-Enrolled

~61k
Self-

Enrolled

~ 7%
Self-

Enrolled

New users signed up for M-
TIBA and accepted T&C 
within the analysis timeframe

~7% 
Agent-

Enrolled

~9% 
Self-

Enrolled

A majority of Kenyans report that 
they believe saving for health is 
important. 

In a 2016 mSurvey, 98% of 
Kenyans reported that saving for 
health is important. While 
perceived importance is different 
than intention, it does suggest that 
there is an intention-behavior 
gap. That is, while Kenyans 
would like to save for health, there 
exists behavioral barriers limiting 
them from following through.

Note: This was 4% 
under the old agent 
incentive scheme. 
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4.3 Not sure how much saving is 
needed

Intend to Save

Understand 
need to save

Form 
intention to 

save

Sign-up to M-TIBA

Hear 
about M-

TIBA

Understand 
advantage of 
saving with 

M-TIBA

Sign up 
with M-
TIBA

Make the first 
deposit

Deposit regularly 
in M-TIBA

1.1 Inaccurate Beliefs

1.2 Weak social norm 
to save for health

1.3 Asymmetric gender 
norm to save

1.4 Lack of money; unaware of 
unnecessary spending

2.1 Confusion about the value
and use of M-TIBA

2.2 Misinformation given by CHV 3.2 Unwilling to lock money 
just for health

Technical or user interface issues

3.1 Forget to deposit

3.3 Too high anchor
of 100

3.4 Lack of trust in M-TIBA

No cash immediately available

Signed up by mistake

4.1 Incentives don’t 
motivate repeat deposits

4.2 No habit of saving and 
cutting unnecessary expenses

4.4 Did not experience a benefit 
since the 1st deposit

Pressure from friends/family to 
spend on social events

Patient Journey

Barriers examined or addressed
Barriers being examined
Barriers to be examined
Barriers identified but out of scope
Top priority barriers
Examined in 2017 & page reference

p. 21

p. 48
p. 68

p. 40

p. 38

p. 43

p. 26 
p. 30

p. 21

2.3 Agents lack incentives
to ensure 1st and repeat deposit p. 40p. 31

p. 34
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3.2 Unwilling to lock money 
just for health

3.1 Forget to deposit



Personalized stories influence attitudes and intentions

Back in 2016, we found out that while people report that saving for health is
important, there appeared to be a discrepancy between men and women. Men,
who generally had more money available, were less inclined to save. We
hypothesized that using a male saver script should make it easier for men to
identify with the protagonist of the story and accordingly positively influence
their attitude towards saving as well as their intention to save.

Inspired by the success of stories in the first giveaway test, where patients who
received calendars embedded with inspiring health-savings stories of a male
protagonist Joseph saved more than patients who received a control calendar
(7.6% vs. 0% saved in the subsequent 3 months), and that the effects of this
calendar seems to have positively affected men more so than women. We
hypothesized that an anti-stereotypical story of men saving for health would
have more impacts on men’s savings behavior, while a stereotypical story of
women savings for health would have more impacts on women’s saving
behavior. The study is currently is data collection stage.

It would shed light on if stories have a greater impact when it is made easy for
the recipient to identify with the protagonist. How such stories can be
personalized, and how they can be used to influence the perception of social
norms (as well as other beliefs and intentions), are topics that we will conduct
further research on in the coming year.

Macrostep
Overview

20

Intend to Save

Understand 
need to save

Form 
intention to 

save

1.1 Inaccurate Beliefs

1.2 Weak social norm 
to save for health

1.3 Asymmetric gender 
norm to save.

1.4 Lack of money; unaware of 
unnecessary spending

p. 23



Study Design What stories can best shift men’s norm perceptions? We hypothesized that an anti-
stereotypical story of men saving for health would have more impacts on men’s savings behavior, while a
stereotypical story of women savings for health would have more impacts on women’s saving behavior.

Introduction People’s perceptions about what other people do (descriptive norm) and about what other
people should do (injunctive norm) influence their own intentions and behavior. Per M-TIBA data, a
higher proportion of women deposit compared to that of men (10.1% vs. 8.7%), and similarly a higher
proportion of women qualified for top-ups (i.e., saved at least 100/-) than that of men. Qualitative research
also reveals that most men do not see themselves as responsible for the family’s healthcare savings.

Behavioral Economics

Previous research has shown that 
attitudinal changes, and in some 
cases behavioral changes, result 
from the act of imagining events 
described in a structured 
scenario or story.

Social Proof and Norm Change 

Create Men’s Saver Identity via Stories
1.3 Asymmetric gender norm to save

Related barrier

Male saver script
(anti-stereotypical)

Female saver script
(stereotypical)

Planning In progress Complete
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Exploratory Survey Research

Understand Saving and M-TIBA Perceptions via Survey

Introduction An mSurvey was used to gain insight into saving 
behaviors, and how M-TIBA users and potential users perceive 
saving for healthcare with M-TIBA. 

The results reveal that saving for health is less enticing and less top 
of mind compared to saving for items that are more salient, such as 
school fees or business investment. This suggests that while users 
might have an intention to save for health, this attitude might be 
deprioritized compared to alternative reasons for saving. One idea to 
potentially make the locked mobile wallet more enticing is to expand 
the eligible expenses to include education expenses, in addition to 
health.

Q: If you were going to start saving money for something, what 
would you like to save for?

Word aggregation of open-response answers (N~134)

Q: Which do you most wish you were saving money for?  

Saving Behavior

69% report having saved money in the past couple of 
months (N=166)

59% of those who report that they “very much” struggle 
financially report having saved money in the past couple of months 
(N=80)

Personal business investment and education were the most 
commonly mentioned reasons for saving.

N=139

22

1.2 Weak social norm to save for health
Related barrier



Perceptions of M-TIBA

After providing a description of M-TIBA, we asked respondents to tell us which of two 
adjectives better describes M-TIBA to them. This exercise helps us understand how M-
TIBA is perceived, and how perceptions differ between users and non-users.

The results suggest that while M-TIBA is seen as trustworthy and straightforward, it is 
also seen as relatively uncommon. While this perception is expected for non-users, who 
might live in areas in which M-TIBA is not present, it was surprising to see that even 
44% of M-TIBA current users see it more as uncommon than common. In other words, 
M-TIBA users might believe that they are one of relatively few to be using M-TIBA.  
This perception could diminish one’s intent to use M-TIBA.  Future research will 
examine the effect of making M-TIBA seem more common.

Q: M-TIBA seems… (all p values >.05 unless noted)

Q: Are you or someone in your family currently 
registered with M-TIBA?

p=.024 
M-TIBA registered N=41
Not registered N=111

23
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We overhauled the sign-up process to improve the quality of sign-
ups and increase future savings

While getting sign-ups so far was not an issue in itself for M-TIBA, the data
suggested that the quality of these sign-ups was low – people signed up, but did
not use the product afterwards. This could be due to a lack of understanding of
the product or problems during the agent sign-up – or, most likely, a
combination of the two.

Accordingly, we examined both issues. For the product understanding, we
examined the attitudes and knowledge of M-TIBA users and non-users. We also
identified a list of core value propositions and tested them with users – both in
terms of their desirability as well as whether users were aware of them. Using
the information thus gained, we redesigned the M-TIBA flyer, both simplifying
it and emphasizing the most important value propositions. We also made it
easier to look up instructions for the most common steps.

The same insights also informed our considerations to redesign the agent script,
where we tried a few different approaches. Somewhat counter-intuitively, a
long, detailed introduction of the product performed less well than a short
introduction, but goal-setting and agent feedback offer promising directions.

Lastly, we re-designed the agent incentives, which had been working well to get
sign-ups, but did not lead to subsequent savings. Under the revised incentive
scheme, which PAF and Carepay designed incorporating part of CAH’s revised
design suggestions, agents’ incentives are more aligned with users savings.
However, while it increased substantially 1st deposits, it did not boost as much
repeat savings, upon which we offered further modifications suggestions (see
page 33).

Macrostep
Overview
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Sign-up to M-TIBA

Hear 
about M-

TIBA

Understand 
advantage of 
saving with 

M-TIBA

Sign up 
with M-
TIBA

2.1 Confusion about the value
and use of M-TIBA

2.2 Misinformation given by CHV

Technical or user interface issues

p. 26
p. 30

2.3 Agents lack incentives
to ensure 1st deposit p. 31

p. 34



Study Design A telephone survey was created and distributed in early 2017. The survey familiarized
respondents to M-TIBA and then presented ten value propositions abstracted from marketing materials.
Respondents then reported how much they liked and whether they were aware of each feature.

-

Introduction The way in which M-TIBA communicates what it is and what it does for patients is
crucial. Instead of making assumptions as to what features of the program are most appealing to patients,
we wanted to determine empirically what matters most to patient users.

Optimizing Messaging: Which value 
proposition should be emphasized?

It’s better to find out (and not 
assume!) users’ most meaningful 
product features. An empirical 
approach thus helps more accurately 
identify the features that users actually 
find most valuable, and are less aware 
of, and can lead to more cost-effective 
communication. 

Value Propositions

What Do People Know and Like About M-TIBA?

1.M-TIBA users get 50/- BONUS each month they set aside at least 100/-.

2.Registration into M-TIBA is free. Transactions from your M-PESA to your M-TIBA are free. There are no 

transaction costs at the healthcare facility when you pay.

3.After making the first deposit of 100/- or more, M-TIBA users will immediately receive a free Personal Accident 

cover for a period of 12 months for a limit of 8,000/-.

4.If you want to quit M-TIBA, your remaining funds will be sent to your M-PESA within 5 working days.

5.Funds stored in M-TIBA can only be used to pay for services and medication at specific healthcare facilities which 

carry the M-TIBA logo. 

6.Funds stored in M-TIBA never expire.

7.Funds stored in your M-TIBA will stay safe. Your M-TIBA is secured with a PIN. The funds are managed by UAP. 

M-TIBA is also a partnership with Safaricom.

8.You can pay for other people using your M-TIBA if you add them as a dependent.

9.Healthcare facilities participating in M-TIBA are checked for quality, availability of, and cost of services and are 

committed to providing better healthcare to their patients.

10. M-TIBA users can deposit from as little as 10/-. Moreover, there is no upper limit to deposits on M-TIBA.

2.1 Confusion about M-TIBA

Related barrier

Original Marketing Material

26



Business Implication There is opportunity to enhance M-TIBA’s messaging by prioritizing the features that resonate most (e.g., bonus and
dependents), and increasing attention to well-liked, but unfamiliar features (e.g., funds never expire). Armed with this insight, we worked with a
graphic artist to redesign the M-TIBA informational flyer (see next page). Though experimental testing of the flyers would be needed to compare any
effect directly, there can be increased confidence that the flyer is conveying the right message to potential and current users of M-TIBA.

Findings While it was no surprise that the bonus feature was well liked, the features of “add any dependents” and “funds never expire” were
surprisingly popular. Moreover, while the “bonus” and “add dependents” were both well-known value propositions of M-TIBA, almost half of the
respondents were unaware of the third most liked feature: funds never expire.

27
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Informational Flyer Redesign

Emphasize the Right Information via Flyers 
2.1 Confusion about M-TIBA

Related Barrier

New flyer design (front)

Use social proof for both 
men and women

Given that men make up around 
62% of M-TIBA member-base, 
it is important to get buy-in from 
men. One effective way is 
creating social proof via 
marketing materials, as shown 
from the flyer on the left. 

28



New flyer design (back)

Emphasizing most 
appealing features

Using the findings from the 
value proposition survey, we 
were able to deliberately 
decide what information to 
bring extra attention to.

Planning In progress Complete
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Re-design the products 
so that users are less 
likely to experience the 
negative features.

Using the findings on what 
users disliked from the value 
proposition survey, we 
proposed a few potential 
product design tests, including 
the one on to what extent the 
wallet should be locked 
without the options of 
withdrawals.

Planning In progress Complete
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Some users seem to skeptical about access to healthcare using M-TIBA savings:

11% explicitly expressed dislikes about the feature that funds stored in M-TIBA can only be used 
to pay at M-TIBA clinics. à “Disliked the specific M-TIBA facilities option as it should be usable on 
all facilities.” Some also expressed concerns about funds being locked. à “It should be 2 days or 
sooner than 5 days (that remaining funds be sent to M-PESA when one quits).“



-

Introduction By the start of 2017, many have signed up, but not many saved after signing-up. During
our field trips, we observed that some agents gave inaccurate or misleading information in a rush. We
hypothesized that the agents’ incentives scheme can be tweaked to better motivate them to find the right
users and introduce the product properly, instead of merely maximizing sign-ups. Perhaps there were
“perverse incentives” for quick, shallow signups. So we proposed an alternative incentives scheme.

Perverse incentives

“For anyone interested in making 
the world a better place, 
economics boils down to just one 
phrase: Incentives matter. Set up 
the right incentives--be they 
bonuses, subsidies or stock 
options--and you can get people to 
do nearly anything. 

But be careful: If you're not 
paying close attention, the 
incentives that you set up can have 
perverse consequences--even, in 
some cases, causing people to 
work against the goal you were 
trying to achieve.”

Forbes, Feb. 20, 2009

Agent Incentives

Redesign Agent Commissions to Boost Savings
2.3 Agents lack incentives to ensure 1st deposit 

Related barrier

31
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Business Implication Incentives can work, if we incentivize the right
behaviors. Ask yourself: “Under this incentives scheme, what would someone
do if he or she would just like to maximize monetary rewards? And, is that
what I would want?” Or the reverse: “Given I would like people to behave in
a certain way, what exactly should I incentivize so that people would do
exactly that?”

Findings Our proposed incentives structure was not fully adopted, but some ingredients made it into the new bonus scheme launched in May, 2017
(see the table on the right). We found that under the new scheme enrollees deposited more on day 1, they were more likely to deposit 100,- in the first
month (see table below). However, as we also noticed in the last row of the table, the scheme did not boost up repeated deposits as much as 1st deposit
(see the next page for the missing ingredient that can still be integrated to increase repeated deposits).

New bonus scheme
Old scheme New scheme

% users of depositing in day 1 
(out of those accepted T&C)

Agent: 3.8%
Self: 5.8%

Agent: 17.4%
Self: 7.3%

% users of depositing at least 100/-
in month 1

Agent: 3.7%
Self: 5.2%

Agent: 19.0%
Self: 6.8%

% users of depositing at least twice 
in months 1-3

Agent: 3.3%
Self: 6.0%

Agent: 7.1%
Self: 9.2%

“Agent” means enrolled by an agent; “Self” means enrolled by oneself.
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Current CAH proposed

1st saving of at least 50/- 50/- 20/-

2nd saving of at least 50/- 20/- 30/-

3rd saving of at least 50/- 10/- 40/-

Moving Forward As mentioned before, the new agent incentive scheme did not boost up repeated deposits as much as 1st deposit.
Thus there is still opportunity to further enhance the incentive scheme. The proposed scheme below is one way to refocus the incentive
on the behaviors we are trying to encourage - that is, repeated savings. This scheme may also incentivize agents to reactivate members
who have not saved recently.
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Additionally, one could consider creating variable rewards so that agents have a small chance to win a bigger prize each time his
or her enrollees make a deposit. The more aligned the incentives scheme is to users’ savings behavior, the easier it is to train the
agents with best practices to help encourage users to save. Needless to say, it’d be a pity not to optimize the agent-user interactions
as many would be exposed to M-TIBA for the first time via the agents, which means that the agent-user interaction is crucial for
forming users’ 1st impressions about M-TIBA and any misunderstandings can be very costly to correct.



Study Design Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight different conditions that
varied with script length, goal-setting, and agent follow-up.

Introduction A potential issue for increasing saving in M-TIBA is that users simply lack the
knowledge necessary to use the platform effectively. This issue is especially relevant for those users
who were recruited into M-TIBA before the incentive scheme for agents was changed, since there was
little incentive for the agents to explain how to use the platform. We wanted to determine the possible
impact of speed versus depth on user engagement with the platform. In addition, we wanted to see if
setting goals and having agents follow up regularly with users might have an impact, as these could be
standard practices put into place for agents in the future.

Agent Scripts

Redesign the Sign-Up Process 
2.2 Little or misinformation given by CHV

Related barrier

Behavioral Economics

Social Accountability

Research has shown that making an 
individual accountable for their actions to 
others increases the chance that the 
individual will follow through with their 
actions. M-TIBA users that have to report 
their savings to an M-TIBA agent 
“savings buddy” have more peer supports 
to use M-TIBA than those who do not, 
potentially increasing their engagement 
with the platform.
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Both scripts contained …
● An explanation of M-TIBA’s 

purpose
● Bonus for saving
● Adding dependents
● No fees for using M-TIBA
● Showing M-TIBA savings on 

agent’s phone
● Making a first deposit

In addition, the long script contained …
● A friendly introduction
● Social proof (showing M-TIBA 

enrollment numbers, website, TV 
commercial, Facebook page)

● Using the M-TIBA brochure to 
show each step of enrollment and 
benefits

● Benefit of saving bit by bit and not 
having to borrow money

● Savings never expire
● Using M-TIBA for many different 

types of health costs
● How to add dependents and 

dependents can by anybody
● Signup is free
● Demonstration and step-by-step 

instruction of how to save and use 
M-TIBA on user’s phone

● Checking savings
● How to pay with M-TIBA
● Finding clinics in the area
● Agent gives user M-TIBA customer 

service phone number and agent 
phone number

● Ask if user has any questions

Short vs Long Script Goal-Setting

Goal-Setting contained …
● Determining which clinic the user 

will attend in the future
● Planning the first deposit after 

enrollment (exact day)
● Planning regular deposits -

“Now, what is your plan? When are you 
going to save money? And how much? We 
recommend to save a bit each week, to get 
a good habit of saving regularly. What is a 
good day in the week to save? Or what is a 
good occasion - something that regularly 
reoccurs, like getting your income, paying 
rent or utilities, conducting business 
transactions, or topping up your Mpesa? 
How much will you save each week?”

Friendly introduction -

“I am here today to tell you about 
M-TIBA. You may have seen my 
colleague Jane already. I am John. 
What is your name?”
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Findings We found that having agents follow up with users (i.e. being the user’s “savings buddy”) was effective in increasing the percentage of
people who made multiple deposits. Also, though not significant, it appears as though the effects of script length run counter to our hypothesis, with a
shorter script prompting more repeat savers. In addition, goal-setting appears to have potential for increasing repeat savings in M-TIBA as well.

Business Implication Using the agent/user interaction, particularly the enrollment interaction, can be a good way to increase M-TIBA user
engagement. Agents could be trained in how to help users set savings goals, as well as how to follow-up effectively with users. Agents building good
rapport with M-TIBA users might not only increase savings, but may also build trust in the platform and reduce user withdrawal. This would be
mutually beneficial to user and agent as well, since it would increase user saving for health, as well as increase agent commission.

1+ Deposits (p=.768)
2+ Deposits (p=.217)

Percent of Savers
N = 370

1+ Deposits (p=.730)
2+ Deposits (p=.216)

1+ Deposits (p=.118)
2+ Deposits (p=.028)
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Besides redesigning agent incentives, we fine-tuned SMS messages 
and were able to led to more savers

As discussed, while general savings intentions seemed to be largely present in
the target population, this did not convert to deposits after sign-up. The first
deposit is of particular importance, as it forms the basis of an ongoing habit and
also, the user having put in money, creates a strong bond to the product.

There are two main parameters to address this. The first, adequate information
about the product and long-term oriented sign-ups, has been discussed in the
previous macro-step. But particularly when users don’t have the face-to-face
contact through the agent anymore, it is crucial to keep them engaged with the
platform.

To this purpose, we are continuously fine-tuning the reminder text messages.
We have run a series of experiments to test which factors work best in SMS
messages in 2017. Besides confirming the positive effect of low anchors in
varying scenarios, we also found positive results for message frequency (weekly
reminders outperforming less frequent ones) and message length (short
messages generally working better than long messages). (Also refer to the
following macrostep, Depositing Regularly, for a discussion of further SMS
tests we ran.)

Finally, we emphasize the need of looking into the locking effect. This had been
mentioned by users surveyed as one of the least popular features of M-TIBA,
and thus might be a potential deterrent to new sign-ups and savings. If the
locking of savings was relaxed, it might instill users with more confidence to
place their money in M-TIBA.

Macrostep
Overview
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Make the first 
deposit

3.2 Unwilling to lock
money just for health

3.1 Forget to deposit

3.3 Too high anchor
of 100

3.4 Lack of trust in M-TIBA

No cash immediately available

Signed up by mistake

p. 40

p. 38

p. 40



Allowing a few emergency withdrawals can potentially remove the actual and psychological 
barriers in locking the money just for health, and subsequently boost savings amount and frequency. 
We recommend setting up the right rules to ensure bonuses aren’t abused, and to test the potential 
cost (i.e., funds actually withdrawn) and benefits (how much increased savings) of such scheme 
against the default.

Proposed Scheme:

• Option to withdraw available only 3-4 times per year

• Minimal balance of 100/- or other small amounts

• Fixed window (3 months) for when funds can be re-deposited into M-TIBA in order to 
regain 50/- bonuses which were temporarily taken away –

Current scheme: No withdrawal of savings unless one quits M-TIBA. It takes up to 5 business 
days for the funds to arrive.

Introduction Users might be unwilling to lock money just for health. They might fear:

• “What if I need money for something even more urgent?”

• “What if the clinics say no to M-TIBA transactions and I don’t have enough cash as all my money 
were deposited on  M-TIBA?”

• “I would actually prefer to save as much as possible on M-TIBA, and decide later how much to use 
for education vs. help. Allowing me to withdraw a few times a year is important to me for me to do 
that.”

Value Propositions

Fine-Tuning the Level of Locking
3.2 Unwilling to lock money just for health

Related barrier
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Behavioral Economics

Locking the money can be seen as
a pre-commitment device which
forces users to stick to their goal of
saving for health expenses.
HOWEVER, it can backfire if the
lock is perceived as too restrictive,
for instance if users cannot take
out the money for other more
urgent needs.





November test: Varying anchor amounts

February test: Anchor, personalized feedback, and yearly framing

Study Design Several SMS tests this year evaluated anchors in varying contexts. In two, we used
anchoring in combination with other factors, and in the last, we compared different anchor amounts.

January test: Anchor, New Year’s resolutions, and yearly framing

Introduction The anchor of 100 KSh is very strong on the M-TIBA platform due to the widely
communicated bonus that one can receive when saving this amount. However, this amount may be too
high for some users. Last year we found out that a low anchor (“…save as little as 10/-…”) led to a higher
percentage of savers than the high anchor (“…save 100/-…”). This year, we ran a couple more
experiments to test how the anchoring effect held up in combination with other factors and to compare
varying anchor amounts.

Behavioral Economics

The strong 100 KSh anchor may give 
the impression that this is the only 
desirable savings amount. Given that 
M-TIBA users generally do not have 
this much money available, they may 
feel that the task is impossible and 
give up before they even started.

SMS Test: Anchors

Increase Number of Savers via Lower Anchors
3.3 Too high anchor of 100

Monthly vs. yearly
“…50/- bonus this 

month…” 
vs.

“…600/- bonus in 2017…”

New Year’s resolution
“Start the new year in a 

healthy way:…”
vs.

- no resolution -

Low vs. high anchor
“Save as little as 10/-…”

vs.
“Save 100/-…”

Low vs. high anchor
“Save as little as 10/-…”

vs.
“Save 100/-…”

No SMS 
(Control 
group)

Feedback for saving
“Congratulations…” / 

“Sorry…”
vs.

No feedback

Monthly vs. yearly
“…50/- bonus this month…” 

vs.
“…550/- bonus in 2017…”

No SMS 
(Control 
group)

100/-.25/-. 50/-.20/-.10/-.“Remember to save as little as… / / / / .”
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Results The January and February tests showed that the effect of a lower anchor held even when combined with different factors: significantly more
people made deposits in the low anchor conditions (almost 50% more compared to the anchor of 100). We also found that more people made repeat
deposits with the lower anchor. The third test meanwhile showed that the lower the anchor, the better it performs – the anchor of 10 outperforms all
other anchors. The difference between the three higher anchors is negligible and could mean that the effect is connected to availability of funds.

January Test - % of savers
(n=9,999)

February Test - % of savers
(n=9,838)

November Test - % of savers
(n≈2,000 each)

Business Implication High suggested saving amounts deter savers that don’t have sufficient funds to meet those. Whenever possible, low
amounts should be communicated to give users the impression that they too can save. In the long-term, different incentive systems should be
examined to make small savings more interesting (e.g., the variable rewards that we will be testing).

10 vs. 100 (p<.003)
10 vs. control (p<.001)
100 vs. control (p<.001)

10 vs. 100 (p=.041)
10 vs. control (p=.001)
100 vs. control (p=.058)

10 vs. 25 (p=.02)
10 vs. 50 (p=.02)
10 vs. 100 (p=.006)
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Theme SMS Result

High vs. Low 
Anchor

A. High anchor: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. Low anchor: Save as little as 10/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus if you 
save at least 100/- this month!

Low anchor leads to 40% more savers (p< 0.01, n=7,999).

Monthly vs Yearly 
goal

A. Monthly: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. Yearly: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 600/- bonus in 2017 if you save 
at least 100/- every month (50/- bonus per month)!

Yearly leads to 34% more savers (p = 0.102, n=7,838).

With or without 
New Year’s 
Resolution

A. Without: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. With: Start the new year in a healthy way: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and 
unlock 50/- bonus this month!

No significant difference: NY resolution leads to 12% fewer 
savers, but it’s NOT statistically significant (p= 0.192, n=7,999).

With or without 
Personalized 
feedback

A. Generic: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. Personalized: Congratulations for getting your January bonus! Save 100/-
in M-TIBA and unlock another 50/- bonus this month!
OR Sorry you didn’t get your January bonus. But you can still save 100/- in M-
TIBA and unlock 50/- bonus this month!

Personalization leads to 66% fewer savers (p<0.01,n=7,838).

With or without 
Goal-Tracking 
feedback

A. Without goal-tracking: Save as little as 10/- today, get to 100/- every 
month to unlock 50/- bonus in March.
B. With goal-tracking: You saved X this month. Top up another (100-X) 
today to unlock 50/- bonus in March.

Goal-tracking leads to 77% fewer savers (p<0.01, n=3,844)

Mention Agent 
Name or not

A. Without agent name: Hi {user_name}, did you save, as little as 10/-?
B. With agent name: Hi {user_name}! {enroller_name} here, I signed you up. 
Did you save, as little as 10/-?

Agent name leads to 30% fewer savers (p< 0.01, n=4,000)

Mention Bonus or 
not

A. Without bonus: Hi {user_name}! Remember to save, as little as 10/-. 
B. With bonus: Hi {user_name}! Remember to save, as little as 10/-. Save in 
total 100/- or more by April 30th to get 50/- bonus.

No significant difference: Bonus leads to 16% fewer savers, 
but it’s NOT statistically significant (p= 0.333, n=6,000)

Use question 
format or not

A. Non-question: Hi {user_name}! Remember to save, as little as 10/-.
B. Question: Hi {user_name}! Did you save, as little as 10/-?

No significant difference: Question leads to 22% fewer 
savers, but it’s NOT statistically significant (p= 0.175, n=6,000)

SMS results in Q1 and Q2: Most tests results show how our intuitions have been wrong. We have 2 tests which confirmed our 
intuitions and 6 tests that rejected our intuitions (3 null results, and 3 opposite results). Needless to say, we need to heed and keep 
these findings in mind when deciding what to scale up and more importantly what not to scale up. 



Bowling Game: Simulated Savings Environment

Increase Saving by Introducing Reward Uncertainty

Bowling game In the bowling game, participants are given 3 balls per frame in the first 5 frames to hit pins with.
They must save balls from the first 5 rounds to use in the final 5 rounds because they receive no new balls in those
rounds. When a participant saves a ball to use in the final 5 rounds, they also receive bonus extra balls for doing
so. We manipulated the incentive schemes (how many extra balls they get) associated with saving a ball. All
participants play the game 4 times to capture any learning effects of the incentive scheme.

Introduction We tested a variety of bonus schemes to incentivize savers. Using a gamified simulated savings
environment, in which people had to save bowling balls to use in later frames, we tested how introducing
uncertainty into the incentive to save affected savings behavior.

Reward Uncertainty

People are motivated by 
uncertain rewards more than 
certain rewards, even 
sometimes when the uncertain 
reward is of a lesser value. 

3.2 Incentive scheme not exciting

Related barrier
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No vs. Low vs. High Uncertainty 
of Reward

No 
Uncertainty

Low 
Uncertainty

High 
Uncertainty

Always 
receive the 

same 
reward

Receive 
one of a 

few 
rewards 

(possibly 
nothing)

Receive 
one of 
many 

rewards 
(possibly 
nothing)

Lottery vs. Non-Lottery

Lottery Non-Lottery

Small chance 
of large 
reward, large 
chance of 
small reward 
(possibly 
nothing)

Equal chance 
of receiving 
one of several 
small rewards 
(possibly 
nothing)

Zero vs. No Zero 

Zero No Zero

Possibility 
of no 
reward

Always 
receive 
some 
reward

Study Design Using a simulated savings environment we tested different levels of reward uncertainty in
incentive schemes, both in terms of reward amount and in receiving any reward at all. Participants received a
single reward for each time they saved. Participants play a bowling game that simulates spending and saving
money. When receiving balls, participants can throw them at the pins - and thus “spend” them immediately. Or,
since some balls are more useful in later rounds, participants can save balls for later. We simulate different
incentives for saving balls to see what incentive scheme leads to more savings.The expected value for each save
remained constant throughout conditions.

Lottery

Lotteries are more motivating 
because people overweigh the 
likelihood of very small odds. 
Everyone thinks they’re going 
to win big.
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Results Of the three factors we tested in our simulated savings environment, one had a significant impact on saving behavior. We found that
the lottery incentives increase savings by 8.5% over non-lottery incentives. Not only that, but the effect of the lottery increased over time; the
more games a participant played, the more balls they saved. Neither increasing the uncertainty of the reward amount, nor the uncertainty of
whether they may receive a reward at all increased savings.

Business Implication Creating a lottery-style incentive scheme for M-TIBA users may be more effective to increase savings rates than other
types of incentive schemes.

Lottery vs. Non-Lottery 

P<0.01

Possibility of Zero vs. 
No Possibility of Zero

P>0.1

No vs. Low vs. High 
Uncertainty

P<0.1
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Calendars and SMS increased engagement and savings

The biggest problem remains getting people to develop a savings habit, that is to
save regularly. In roughly half a year between May and November, out of
130,000 people that signed up, only around 20% saved once, and only 8% more
than once. It thus is imperative to keep user engagement high. To this purpose,
we have explored give-aways such as calendars and conducted more SMS tests.

For the calendars, we tested regular branded M-TIBA calendars against
calendars using one out of several behavioral interventions (goal-setting,
strategic planning, self-tracking and implementation intentions). All of the
interventions outperformed the control group, in which nobody saved, so clearly
calendars can be an important means to keep up user engagement if they
incorporate additional elements. We have also adapted the design of the
calendar for the usage of iPUSH users to save for insurance premium co-
payment.

We also devised SMS tests in an attempt to get users to save regularly. So far, 
we have not found more effective SMS messages than the winning simple short 
reminder of “Save as little as 10/-”. We are humbled by the surprising results, 
but also determined to further probe in this topic. Moreover, there are interesting 
differential results based on the segmentation of savers vs. non-savers. Moving 
forward, we will find ways to create smart SMS reminders that are adapted to 
each individual and the individual’s stage of change. 

As a new direction, we will also look into reducing the barriers of saving with 
saving simulation practice upon signup or reactivation, and initiate habit-
formation in cutting expenses and savings with situational learnings.

Macrostep
Overview

Deposit regularly 
in M-TIBA

Continue to 
deposit

Social pressure from friends/family to 
spend on social events 47

4.3 Not sure how much saving is 
needed

4.1 Incentives don’t 
motivate repeat deposits

4.2 No habit of saving and 
cutting unnecessary expenses

4.4 Did not experience a benefit 
since the 1st deposit

3.2 Unwilling to lock money 
just for health

3.1 Forget to deposit

p. 48
p. 68

p. 43



Study Design In addition to an M-TIBA branded wall calendar (control calendar), we distributed four
goal setting versions of the same calendar to 535 medical camp participants. We embedded a variety of
nudges into the four goal setting calendars by adding one of four planning prompts (see below) at the
bottom of the calendar.

Introduction Via qualitative research conducted in Kenya, we found that people have the intention to
set aside money for health expenses but often fail to follow through. Prompting people to develop concrete
action plans for how and when they will perform an intended action has been shown to increase follow-
through and goal achievement.

Behavioral Economics

Asking people to develop “if-
then plans” that specify when 
and where aspects of the 
behavior will be carried out 
increases the likelihood that 
people will accomplish their 
intended goal or action. 

Goal-Setting via Calendar

Nudge Users to Set and Keep Savings Goals
3.1 Forget to deposit
Related barrier

Four goal setting prompts Added to bottom of calendars
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We also included a “Story” 
Calendar, designed to shift the 
saving norm of fathers by 
providing social proof of men’s 
savings behavior. 
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Results All treatment calendars led to significantly more savers than the control calendar. We measured the proportion of participants that
saved at least once within the first three months after receiving the calendar and found the following proportions of savers: 0% in the control
condition, 10.5% in the Goal-Setting condition, 12.8% in the Strategic Planning condition, 11.2% in the Self-Tracking condition, 12.5% in
the Implementation Intention condition, and 7.6% in the Story condition.

Percentage of savers
after 3 months

N = 536

Business Implication
Giveaways are important opportunities to help users personalize savings goals and can serve as regular reminders of their goals.
Incorporating behavioral tweaks into giveaways can help users bridge the intention-behavior gap and adopt a savings habit. They can also
help users normalize saving behavior with inspiring stories that contain concrete behavior scripts.
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Study Design Participants were randomly assigned to receive either a control calendar or a treatment
calendar combining story-telling, goal-setting and goal-tracking.

-

Introduction After promising results from the first calendar study, the team wanted to see if similar
effects would occur using a slightly different, one-page calendar. The calendars tested in this study varied
from the previous calendar in a few ways, including having only a single page, containing three months
instead of six, having a sticky back rather than using a hook to enable hanging, and using multiple
interventions instead of a single intervention.

Behavioral Economics

Research has shown that people are 
more likely to complete a goal when 
they first specify when, where, and 
how they will complete the goal. The 
treatment calendar leverages this 
insight by asking users to write down 
their desired savings amounts and 
circling the dates they intend to make 
the deposit to M-TIBA.

Calendar Giveaway Test 2.0

Develop Savings Habit with Goal Setting and Nudges 

Control
Calendar dates only

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit

Treatment
Calendar dates and bundle of nudges

Goal-setting
I wish to keep a balance of at least 
___ Ksh on my M-TIBA.
I will save at least ___ Ksh per 
month by depositing in M-TIBA on 
the dates circled.

Social Proof Story

Self-tracking
User tracks savings goals with 
check marks and corrections.
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Results The treatment calendar did not lead to any significantly different saving behaviors compared with the control calendar. However, we
discovered in interviews after the test that certain features in both calendars (that were not interventions tested in the study) caused some users to be
hesitant of even considering either calendar. These features (for instance the calendars being only a single page and having only 3 months) might have
prevented the treatment calendar from having an effect. Thus, it is unclear whether the interventions were properly evaluated.

% of Savers 
During Calendar Period (until Aug 31) 

Average Saving Amount (KSh)
During Calendar Period (until Aug 31) 

No significant difference between conditions (p = .80)
N = 266

No significant difference between conditions (p = .41)
N = 266

Follow-up Interview Findings

After the test concluded, we discovered
that users were hesitant to adopt a 1-
page, sticky-back calendar. Snap
qualitative interviews in M-TIBA clinics
indicated that users overwhelmingly
preferred calendars with one month per
page, and calendars with more than three
months total. Further, some users
expressed concern with the sticky back
feature, as they worried it might damage
walls.
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Exploratory Survey Research

Understand Calendar Habits and Barriers via Surveys
4.3 Saving is not yet a habit

In-home Calendar Usage Facts 

97% use a calendar (N=30)

59% have more than one calendar in their home (N=41)

What do they use it for?

50%                      39%                  11%                 0% 

Track what day it is   Appt. reminder            Decoration              Other
(N=30)

How do they use it?

68% say they write reminders on their calendar (N=40)

98% hang the calendar on their wall (N=38)

Was it free or did they pay for it?

58%            39%            3%

Free Paid         Not sure  (N=38)

Why have more than 1 calendar? 
“Decoration. Plus we are given more than one calendar so I opt not to 
throw them.”
- Male

What do you use your calendar for?
“Mark special dates, like my exams and plan.. I use it for monitoring 
my finances too.” 
- Female

“Look at dates, schedules, meetings, events and birthdays.” 
- Male

Where did you get your calendar from?
“I got it through a promotion” 
- Female

Two mSurveys were used to give us greater insight into how 
Kenyans use calendars currently and what barriers might be in place 
for another calendar intervention. 

We learned that wall calendars are prevalent and that many people 
keep multiple in their houses and that many use the calendar for 
decorative purposes in addition to as a reference for dates and 
keeping a track of events and reminders.
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Potential Barriers for a Calendar Giveaway 
Intervention?

Given that many potential users of a calendar giveaway already own 
multiple calendars, it is important that our calendar stands out 
compared to others. While another research effort more directly 
compares our calendar design to existing calendars, a few key 
barriers emerge out of these survey results:

● Visibility and legibility of calendar dates are key for 
adoption. 

● Visually appealing aesthetics will help our calendar stand out 
- bright colors, and simplicity are welcomed.

● Providing a space to write reminders for each date is 
important.

● Giving the calendar away at the beginning of the year 
(January) is likely to be crucial so as to be the first calendar to 
be adopted.

What is most important in a calendar? 

53%          10%         8%         2%         0%             
Easy to read with 
clear dates
(N=37)

Looks nice on the 
wall

Easy to write 
on

Something 
else

Easy to hang

If you were given a free calendar for 2018, why might you 
NOT use it? What would make a calendar something you 
did NOT want to use??

“If it’s not looking nice on the wall n the numbers are not visible”
– Female

“If it has no theme or attractive outline. It needs to be appealing and 
only achieved by photos I can relate with.” 
– Male

“If the numbers are tiny.” 
– Female
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Initial Study Design Participants enrolling into the promotion will
be randomly assigned to either receive the calendar, or not.

Introduction Given the success of the first calendar giveaway test, CAH developed another calendar for 2018, but this one aims to specifically help
women of reproductive age (15-49) save for NHIF fees. In a special promotion by NHIF, Amref and PharmAccess, participants will receive
comprehensive family medical cover through NHIF for 2 years at a significantly reduced rate of 1,500/- per year. Normal NHIF cover costs 6,000/- per
year. This test will determine whether a variety of behavioral interventions can help women remember to pay their fees compared to calendars without
these interventions.

I-PUSH Calendar Giveaway Test
Create a Habit to Pay Monthly Insurance Fees via Calendar

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit
Related barrier

Treatment Control

No calendar given.

Evolved Study Design Once more women are recruited into
the I-PUSH program, the intervention will be further manipulated
so that we can determine which interventions work, and which do
not. Final design is TBD, but might include:

Nudge Only Condition
Goal setting an goal tracking 
features, but story is replaced with 
brand imagery
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Tracker No tracker

St
or

y Full Intervention Condition
Social proof story, goal setting and goal 
tracking features

Story Only Condition
Social proof story, but no nudges

N
o 

st
or

y Tracker Only Condition
Goal setting an goal tracking features, 
but story is replaced with brand imagery

Control Condition
Story is replaced with brand imagery, 
and no goal setting or goal tracking 
features



4. Ask them to commit 
to their goal
When patients sign up to 
the program, they will be 
instructed to sign their 
name to the goal of paying 
the health cover fee every 
month. Research shows 
that people are more likely 
to follow through with a 
commitment when they 
make a pre-commitment.

2. Give them a head 
start
As part of the promotion, 
patients will be given a 
50% copayment each 
month. In other words, half 
of the amount owed will be 
covered! This is 
represented by the top part 
of the umbrella tracker 
being already shaded in. 
Research shows that 
people are more likely to 
follow through with a goal 
as the goal is perceived 
closer.

3. Portray what could 
happen
The story provides users a 
relatable story of how 
having health cover could 
be useful. The story 
purposefully brings to life 
the possibility of a family 
member getting sick and 
needing medical attention 
– an event that no one 
wants to have happen, nor 
consider happening.

1. Make it easy to keep 
up
Giving them a pen that is 
attached to the calendar 
makes tracking easier. 
Sometimes, a small barrier, 
like not having a pen 
nearby, can reduce the 
likelihood that someone 
takes action. Reducing 
these possible points of 
friction increases the 
likelihood that the intended 
behavior takes place.

1

2

3

4
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Qualitative, Human-Centered Design Research

Optimize I-PUSH Calendar via In-Home Interviews

2017 calendars being used currently.

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit

They use wall calendars actively, to plan and to remind. 
Most respondents report that they write events and reminders on their 
physical calendar at home. They report writing things that they might 
forget, e.g. clinic dates, and birthdays. Others use it more extensively, 
recording things like reminders to pay rent or school fees, and Chama 
meeting dates. Meanwhile, others use journals or phone calendars in 
addition to a wall calendar. 

Size and visibility matters. 
Given that they use their calendar as a reference to keep a track of 
days and as a place to record reminders, respondents report that 
legibility of the calendar dates and the amount of space they have to 
write notes is important. It seems that the bigger the calendar, the 
calendar dates, and the space for writing, the better it will be received.

Key Findings: Planning and Calendar Habits

“The [calendar] I have [now] sometimes confuses me with 
how it’s designed. Everything is just on one page. The 
writings are small and it is placed far above the wall, but if 
I have a bigger one I would definitely use it.” 
– Joan, mother of 3 year-old

“ If I show you my calendar, it is marked severally that you 
might wonder why’s so much written on it” 
– Lucy, mother of 4-month old

In-home, in-depth interviews (IDIs) were used to better understand 
how I-PUSH members plan for the future, use calendars currently, 
and react to different versions of our intervention calendar. The 
primary goal was to ensure there are no glaring issues with the 
intervention calendar, and to optimize calendar features to best serve 
its users. 

We learned that our initial calendar design stacks up well to 
calendars respondents currently use. We are currently optimizing 
some elements (e.g., increasing readability, fixed sticker placement) 
to enhance the effect of the calendar in experimental testing in 2018.

Respondents on their current calendars…
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Related barrier



Key features help our calendar stand out.
Calendar size, spacing of the dates, attached pen, and clear direction for how to 
use it are key features. These elements make our calendar more user-friendly 
compared to current calendars.

Opportunity to make calendar dates bigger and more clear, and forward 
facing stickers requested. 
The only issues brought up with the calendars were related to making the calendar 
date numbers as clear and as large as possible, as well as maximizing the space 
available for writing reminders. There was also preference for forward-facing 
stickers, but some also mentioned that the people represented by the stickers 
should change (e.g., make them more attractive, or to represent the people in the 
story). More testing is being done to better understand the effects of sticker 
design.

The intervention calendar after respondents simulated enrollment.

Key Findings: Reactions to Our Calendar

Our calendar has superior aesthetics and is seen as more purposeful than 
current calendars. 
Respondents reacted positively to the look and feel of our calendar compared to 
the calendars they have now. It was also mentioned that they liked having a 
calendar intended specifically for health and saving compared to calendars that 
don’t have a purpose besides looking nice, or calendars made up of 
advertisements.

“The M-TIBA calendar has a wider space where I can 
write on compared to my calendar now.”
- Grace, mother of 1-month old

“The pen is important to help write on the calendar and 
attaching it by the yarn ensures it does not get lost or 
let the kids take it away." 
- Lucy”

Respondents on our calendar…
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Study Design We sent out SMS reminders either once a week, once every two weeks, or once a month
to determine the effects of message frequency on M-TIBA savings. The message was always sent on
Saturday morning, and it was always the same - a simple reminder to save.

Introduction It is crucial that M-TIBA users form a habit of saving for health. Habit formation requires
that a behavior occurs with a certain, regular frequency. Qualitative research have shown us that some
users report that they simply forget to save. We hypothesized that increasing the frequency of reminders to
save in M-TIBA would increase the number of one-time and repeated depositors.

Behavioral Economics

M-TIBA users must make constant 
decisions about what to spend very 
limited resources on, such as food, 
shelter, and health. These decisions 
deplete the mental energy needed to 
make good decisions or remember 
important events.

SMS Test: Frequency

Increase Repeat Savers via Regularly Spaced SMS

Related barrier

“This week's reminder: Remember to save, as little as 10/-.”

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit
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Results We found that weekly reminders were more effective at increasing the percentage of one-time and repeated savers over biweekly and
monthly messages. Additionally, users in the weekly group saved more money versus those in the control group. There was no statistically significant
difference in saving amount between the weekly and biweekly groups.

Percent of Savers
N = 5,662

Total Saving Amount per User
N = 5,662

Business Implication Using weekly SMS reminders to encourage users to save in M-TIBA is an effective, easy way to increase the
percentage of people using the platform, as well as the amount of money those users save. Future SMS campaigns should consider using
weekly SMS reminders, where appropriate.

1+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.131)
Monthly vs Weekly (p<.001)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.043)

Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.113)
Monthly vs Weekly (p<.001)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.072)

2+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.057)
Monthly vs Weekly (p=.002)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.219)
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Study Design Our December SMS test evaluated several approaches to the creation of a “Savings
Day.” One used a standard, short reminder, while another used a social proof message. Two other
messages used vouchers as prizes for saving on that day.

Introduction A majority of M-TIBA users do not yet have a habit of saving for health, so we decided to
try to create a “Savings Day” that would be closely associated with saving in M-TIBA. This day has a
reminder SMS, as well as promotions and bonuses for saving on that particular day. It also uses social
proof to increase users’ awareness that use of M-TIBA is common.

Behavioral Economics

M-TIBA users may not be aware of 
how how many people use the 
platform. If they are informed that 
thousands of M-PESA users utilize M-
TIBA, they may be more likely to use 
the platform themselves.

SMS Test: M-TIBA Savings Day

Increase Repeat Savers via Creation of a “Savings Day”

Related barrier

Voucher (2 Parts)
“Save as little as 

10/- today to 
redeem your 

voucher of 500/-
(see next SMS).”

Social Proof
“Remember to save 

as little as 10/- today. 
Every Saturday, 
thousands of M-

PESA users save in 
M-TIBA.”

Savings Day
“Remember to save 

as little as 10/- today. 
Saturday is Savings 

Day.”

Voucher (1 Part)
“Remember to save 
as little as 10/- today 
to get a voucher of 

500/-. Extra bonus for 
Savings on Saturdays 

this month.”

Control
Remember to 

save as little as 
10/- today!

4.3 Savings is not yet a habit
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||VOUCHER | VALID IF YOU SAVE 
ON DEC 9 | VALUE: 500/- | USE: 
MEDICAL SERVICES AT M-TIBA 
CLINICS | EXPIRY: MAY 2018 | GET 
VOUCHER NO IN JANUARY, 2018||



Results We found that a simple reminder was more effective in engaging M-TIBA users, helping spur
more one-time and repeat savers. Perhaps this is because a “savings day” message dissuades people from
saving on other days that might be more convenient. A simple reminder message might also be easier to
engage with versus a more complex message. Moreover, if the main barrier of savings is forgetfulness and
not the lack of intentions to save, adding explicit rationale might activate System II which prohibits
immediate actions due to over-thinking.

Percent of Savers
N = 10,000

Business Implication Using short, simple messages in SMS and
promotional materials may yield greater results over more complex messages.
We replicated this result in another SMS test using goal-tracking and
gamification, again finding that short, simple messages are most effective in
spurring one-time and repeat savers. Determining how to effectively
communicate complex messages in a more succinct, simple way may pay off
well in the future.

1+ Deposits
Control vs all other messages (p<.01)

2+ Deposits
Control vs all other messages (p<.01)

Background

A voucher that looks official may 
increase the perceived validity of 
both M-TIBA and the voucher 
reward itself, increasing possible 
engagement. Qualitative research 
has revealed potential trust issues 
with M-TIBA, so even a seemingly 
superficial change such as making 
a voucher look more official may 
increase people’s trust in the 
platform.
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Introduction Habit piggybacking is when a desirable activity, e.g. saving for health, is mentally
attached to another, hopefully regular, activity, e.g. getting paid or going to church. If the association
between the two is made strong enough, an individual will not even think about doing the desirable
activity - it will become automatic whenever the individual does the associated activity.

Behavioral Economics

Helping M-TIBA users focus on a 
very specific time and event for 
saving decreases decision paralysis, 
since “I’ll just save later” becomes 
“I’ll just save when I get paid.”

SMS Test: Habit Creation

Increase Repeat Savers via Habit Piggybacking

Related barrier

Study Design We sent out SMS messages that encouraged M-TIBA users to save after specific,
financially-relevant events.

“… get paid.” “… top up 
MPESA.”

“... save for 
school fees.”

“… pay for rent 
or utilities.”

“This week’s reminder: It’s a good time to save when you ...

This week's 
reminder: 

Remember to 
save for 

health, as little 
as 10/-.

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit
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Results We observed a backfiring effect when using a piggybacking SMS, with lower incidences of one-time and repeat savers compared to using a
simple reminder message. We believe that this outcome is at least partly because people may be delaying depositing into their M-TIBA until the
piggybacking event occurs - since there may be some time between the SMS and the event (e.g. getting paid), people may simply forget to deposit, or
another SMS message about a different piggybacking event might interfere with the original piggybacking event.

Percent of Savers
N = 9,432

Total Saving Amount per User
N = 9,432

Business Implication Piggybacking on financial activities may require greater segmentation and timing control. For example, targeting a
piggybacking message that asks users to save when they top up their M-PESA might be very effective if it is sent after a user deposits money
into her M-PESA. Understanding the M-TIBA population and its regular financial habits with greater depth is critical to effectively using this
type of intervention.

1+ Deposits
Control vs Standard (p=.004)
Control vs Piggybacking (p<.001)
Standard vs Piggybacking (p<.001)

2+ Deposits
Control vs Standard (p=.004)
Control vs Piggybacking (p<.001)
Standard vs Piggybacking (p<.001)

Control vs Standard (p=.004)
Control vs Piggybacking (p<.001)
Standard vs Piggybacking (p<.001)
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Introduction Rarely does one message impact all of its recipients similarly. Rather, one message-type, form of influence, or type of information
might be better suited for one person over another. Individual factors, such as psychosocial attributes, socioeconomic situations, and past behaviors,
can uniquely influence whether a message is impactful or not.

Test 1: Frequency This year, we saw that certain SMS messages have different effects on Savers (a segment of patients who had saved before
receiving the message) compared to Non-Savers (those who had not). In one test, we saw that sending messages weekly is more effective than
biweekly and Monthly for Savers, but not so for Non-Savers. For Non-Savers, biweekly messages were as effective as weekly messages, but still
significantly better than monthly messages. This is a valuable finding as it means that sending Non-Savers half the frequency of messages is equally as
effective, and half the cost, compared to Savers.

SMS Test: Segmentation
Identify Different Segments of Users via SMS Messages

4.3 Saving is not yet a habit

Percent of Savers (Savers)
N = 2,889

Percent of Savers (Non-Savers)
N = 2,773

1+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.494)
Monthly vs Weekly (p=.004)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.030)

2+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.160)
Monthly vs Weekly (p=.007)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.197)

1+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.019)
Monthly vs Weekly (p=.005)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.647)

2+ Deposits
Monthly vs Biweekly (p=.068)
Monthly vs Weekly (p=.045)
Biweekly vs Weekly (p=.854)

Related barrier
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Test 3: Vouchers In another SMS test, users were sent a message that (1) suggested that Saturdays are M-TIBA Savings Days, (2) offered a 500/-
medical expense voucher for saving 10/-, or (3) contained a simple reminder to save (control). While the control reminder was most effective at
spurring individuals to save at least once for both Saves and Non-Savers, voucher messages performed better relative to the Savings Day conditions
among Savers, but not so for Non-Savers. This difference among Savers and Non-Savers could be due to a different sense of trust from the two
groups - Non-Savers may have been more suspicious of the generous bonus. We will be following up with those who were rewarded vouchers to
determine whether these users utilize the vouchers, and if they do, whether this increases their engagement with M-TIBA.

1+ Deposits
Savings Day Only vs. 
Savings Day + Voucher (2 SMS) 
(p=.001)

2+ Deposits
Savings Day Only vs. 
Savings Day + Voucher (2 SMS) 
(p=.021)

1+ Deposits
Savings Day Only vs. 
Savings Day + Voucher (2 SMS) 
(p=.753)

2+ Deposits
Savings Day Only vs. 
Savings Day + Voucher (2 SMS) 
(p=1.000)

Percent of Savers (Savers)
N = 5,000

Percent of Savers (Non-Savers)
N = 5,000
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Study Design The initial test will test determine the effect of practicing saving 4 times, as well as the
effect of a gift to practice with. In all treatment conditions, respondents will receive an explanation of how
to save using the M-TIBA flyer as a visual aid. Treatment conditions will be compared to a non-
explanation control. The design will also use two amounts, 100/- and 200/-.

-

Introduction Even if a patient has signed up for M-TIBA and has intention to utilize the wallet,
forgetting how to deposit can be a significant barrier towards saving. Can practicing the savings process
overcome this barrier? If patients are able to practice the process of saving first hand, potentially at sign-
up, they will be able to experience the process first-hand, including seeing the SMS confirmation
messages, and might be better equipped to save. We have planned three tests to determine the impact of
practice and to identify the most efficient way to achieve the effect.

Behavioral Economics

A lack of familiarity with a process, 
such as saving, can be a deciding 
factor as to whether someone engages 
with the process.
Even if the steps of saving are vaguely 
accessible by memory, a lack of 
experience in performing the steps can 
result in friction to saving.  One way 
to overcome this hurdle is through 
practice.

Savings Simulation Test

Develop Savings Habit via Practice at Sign-up
4.2 Forget how to deposit
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Related barrier

Gift 
“To help you get started 
saving, M-TIBA wants to 
give you a gift of…”

No Gift No 
Explanation 
Control

Practice (4 deposits)
“To make it easier for 
you to remember how to 
save in M-TIBA, it can 
be helpful to 
practice…” 

User’s phone
(5, 20, 25, 50)
(5, 20, 75, 100)

Agent’s phone OR 
own money (survey 
earnings)
(5, 20, 25, 50)
(5, 20, 75, 100) No flyer or 

explanation.

No Practice Windfall 
(100)
(200)

Flyer and explain 
Anchor to 100 or 200



Follow-up Tests To build upon the learnings of the initial test, we plan to deploy two more tests, (1) to see if a shorter and cheaper form of practice
can be as effective, and (2) to see if practicing in an environment that more accurately resembles the respondent’s life can form a stronger habit to save.
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Test 2: Optimize the practice experience.

If 100/- proves to be as effective as 200/-, we will see if we can
achieve the same effect using an even smaller smaller amount
(20/-). We will also see if practicing only one or two times
(instead of four) can be as effective. We will also examine the
effect of letting respondents choose their own practice amounts,
as well as if using uniform amounts (e.g. 25, 25, 25, 25) instead
of variable amounts.

This test will help us decide if we can scale back the
involvement of the practice needed to achieve the effect on
saving behavior, and if a variety of the savings set-up can be
more effective.

Test 3: Enhance the practice simulation.

This test will make the practice environment more closely
resemble the situations in which patients will be saving later on.
To do this, respondents will first develop implementation
intentions about their saving moments. For instance, a
respondent might commit to, “I will save on M-TIBA instead of
ordering Coca-Cola on the weekends.” Then, using visual cues,
such as a Coca-Cola bottle or a gambling app, respondents will
be able to practice choosing to save on M-TIBA instead of
opening the soda.

This test will see if a habitual “cue”-”response” link can be
established that might lead to greater saving.



Study Design We ran three MSurvey studies with in total 1,075 respondents. We asked people how
many ANC visits they did at the time of their last pregnancy. We also asked them to which extent they
supported ANC visits. Finally, we asked them to which extent they thought other people support ANC
visits. Since we found that almost everyone we asked supported ANC visits, we tested the impact of
communicating this finding to people.

Introduction In the iPush program, women are encouraged to do ANC visits. Research suggests that
stigma and lack of social support may be a barrier to ANC visits (e.g., Fleming et al., 2017; Mullany,
Becker, & Hindin, 2007).

i-PUSH program 

ANC visits and social norms
5. Go to hospital

Related barrier

People care about what other people 
do (descriptive norm) and about what 
other people approve of (injunctive 
norm). But people’s perceptions 
about other people are often 
mistaken. We can influence behavior 
by correcting misperceptions by 
providing social information (social 
norms marketing). 
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Business Implication You can boost support by informing people that support is widespread. It is relatively easy to get statistics about the
extent of the support. MSurvey, for instance, will quickly give you results. You can then use these results in a campaign. When designing
messages, think about making the statistic sound as optimistically as possible. Similarly, when designing your study to measure support, keep in
mind how you may be able to use the results in your campaigns.

Findings In the first 2 studies we found that (1) 73% of the people underestimate ANC support, (2) people
who think many people support ANC visits, support ANC visits more themselves (see left figure), and (3)
people who support ANC visits more do more ANC visits (see middle figure). This suggests that we may be
able to boost ANC visits by boosting support by creating the perception that many people support ANC
visits. In Study 3, we confirmed that informing people that almost everyone supports ANC visits increases
people’s support of ANC visits (see right figure). Note that all the reported findings are statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level.

No social info   Social info
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Provider Journey
Insights from 2017



Examined in 2017 & page reference

Provider Journey

Enroll with M-
TIBA

Hear 
about M-

TIBA

Register patients with 
M-TIBA

Ask patient 
to register

If necessary, register 
patient through 

dashboard

Use M-TIBA as standard 
payment method

Charge patients for 
expenses with M-TIBA 

dashboard

1.1 Value proposition unclear

1.2 Lack of social proof

1.3 Find it a hassle to switch system

1.4 Think that few patients use M-TIBA

2.1 Lack of buy-in 
from cashier

Some managers are unhappy about 
competing incentive schemes 
interfering with registration staff’s 
main duties 

Unwilling to lock money just for 
health due to fear of other urgent 
expenses

3.1 Lack incentives to accept M-TIBA 
payment

3.2 M-TIBA isn’t part of clinic identity

3.3 Not enough patients request to 
Transact via M-TIBA

3.4 M-TIBA needs practice 
to use

3.5 M-TIBA usage is too time consuming

3.6 Not enough staff qualified to use M-
TIBA

Understand 
benefits of 
M-TIBA

Sign up 
with M-
TIBA

3.7 Staff dislike the redundant record-
keeping

Barriers examined or addressed
Barriers being examined
Barriers to be examined

Top priority barriers
Barriers identified but out of scope
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Study Design We sent a control SMS, with a standard voucher message, as well as a SMS emphasizing
sharing the voucher with loved ones. In addition, we sent a SMS that looked like a physical voucher.

Introduction We distributed a “Special Day” voucher via SMS for World Malaria Day, using three
different messages to determine which type of message might increase utilization of the voucher, and
thereby user engagement with M-TIBA (and subsequently provider engagement through showing
providers that users utilize the platform).

Behavioral Economics

SMS Test: Vouchers
Increase M-TIBA transactions via Vouchers 

Related barrier

M-TIBA users may not know how to 
use a SMS voucher, or even that the 
SMS is a voucher!  By sending them 
a SMS that looks like a physical 
voucher that one could give to a 
clinic, we decrease potential friction 
costs from not understanding the 
voucher, as well as increase the 
credibility of the voucher.
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2.1. No buy-in from clinics

Physical Voucher

[first SMS]
On World Malaria Day, M-TIBA offers you 500/-
for any medical services at M-TIBA clinics. You 

can keep this voucher for yourself or share it with 
a loved one.

[second SMS]
||VOUCHER| VALUE: 500/- | USE: ANY 

MEDICAL SERVICES AT M-TIBA CLINICS | 
VALID UNTIL: May 31 | VOUCHER NO. 
AQTHFYCL || FOR QUESTIONS CALL 

0800.721.253 ||

Control
On World Malaria Day, M-TIBA offers 
you 500/- for any medical services at 
M-TIBA clinics by May 31. Voucher 
No. AQTHFYCL. For questions call 

0800721253.

Sharable
On World Malaria Day, M-TIBA offers 
you or your loved ones 500/- for any 
services at M-TIBA clinics. Voucher 
No. AQTHFYCL. For questions call 

0800721253.



Results We found that SMS that look like physical vouchers may be more effective than standard or sharable SMS vouchers. Though not
statistically significant because of low general utilization, the physical voucher SMS shows promise, with twice as many users utilizing the voucher
compared to control.

Percent of Vouchers Utilized
N = 7,497

Business Implication If voucher SMS are sent to M-TIBA users, SMS that look like physical vouchers might be an effective way to increase
utilization of the vouchers, increasing user engagement with the M-TIBA platform. If more users utilize the platform, the value of M-TIBA might
become more salient to clinics, increasing their chances of using the platform correctly and effectively. More clinics may choose to use M-TIBA as
well if they see their patients asking to use it. In addition, paper vouchers could be explored to see if they further increase utilization, since they are
even more “real” and sharable compare to digital vouchers.

Control vs Emphasize Sharing (p=.739)
Control vs Physical Voucher (p=.196)
Emphasize Sharing vs Physical Voucher (p=.108)
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Proposal We proposed to have clinics set very specific, achievable, short-term, and
personalized goals on timelines and calendars, and to monitor progress on these goals. Parts of
our proposals were used in clinic hand-holding. Clinics who achieve these goals could be
eligible to receive different commissions, loyalty points, and/or cash advances.

-

Introduction It is not always clear to clinics what they gain from M-TIBA, because it takes a very long
time to build a customers base of M-TIBA users. This also means clinics don’t get an immediate sense of
progress. But we know from research that short-term goals and a sense of progress are important
motivators.

X
X

Provider Training

Help Clinics Set Goals and Monitor Progress 2.1. No buy-in from clinics

Related barrier

Behavioral economics
Goal setting and monitoring
Research shows that people perform better 
when they set specific, achievable, short-
term goals, and monitor progress.
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Study Design We will pretest the billing game in the lab. We will replicate the CarePay billing website
in both gamified and non-gamified forms. The gamified version of the billing website will include things
like a leaderboard to compare yourself against others, and obstacles like the internet slowing down. After
exposing subjects to traditional, simulated, or gamified training, we will test their billing efficiency and
accuracy with either a simulated or gamified billing test. After two weeks, we will test them again using
the same tests to see if the training sticks.

Introduction The billing system isn’t currently fun to use, and can be difficult to learn for new users.
What if we create a transaction game that makes billing both fun and automatic so that billing fluently and
accurately becomes a habit? We want to create a billing game to help train providers, have them be more
engaged with the learning process, and improve their billing efficiency and accuracy.

Bill Thrill

Gamification of Job Training to Improve Efficacy
2.1 Lack of buy-in from cashier

Related barrier

Behavioral Economics

Example patient card challenge Example billing obstacle 
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Study Design Continued

Bill Thrill

Gamification of Job Training to Improve Efficacy

Traditional Training

Simulated Training

Gamified Training

Simulated Tests

Gamified Tests

Traditional Training

This training will include the 
normal training billers receive 
when they first start with M-
TIBA, a lecture or guided 
walkthrough of the process.

Simulated Training

This training will include the 
participants billing some fake 
patients in a replica of the 
billing website

Gamified Training

This training will be like the 
Simulated Training except the 
billing website will be gamified, 
including aspects like billing 
obstacles and leaderboard 
competition.

Testing
Immediately following the training 
(traditional, simulated, or gamified) 
participants will take a billing test, to 
measure their efficiency and accuracy 
with the billing website. This test will be 
randomly either simulated or gamified, 
denoting which training the test will 
resemble.Two weeks after the first test, 
they will take another test of the same 
type.

Goals
1. To investigate whether 

gamifying training exercises 
improves biller performance 
more than traditional training, 
and whether those improvements 
last longer than traditional 
training.

1. To examine whether non-
gamified simulations are better 
in the longer run.
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Section 2

New donation platform



The latest challenge: Creating a health insurance “Mbrella” with the 
help of Western donors

We are working hard to improve savings on M-TIBA, but we believe that another
meaningful way to do this is to involve Western donors. This is why we are
currently in the process of designing a new kind of donation platform. This
platform, currently in development, is a mobile peer-to-peer charitable giving site
called Mbrella.

Mbrella donors will be matched with Kenyans in order to co-fund an “umbrella” of
health insurance to protect an entire Kenyan family from health shocks. Mbrella
donors only need to contribute $55 per year, just $5 per month, to provide an entire
Kenyan family with health insurance.

What makes this platform different from others? Firstly, it will frame Kenyans as
active savers, not victims. Recipients need to have saved 50/- in order to appear on
the platform, but they will receive monetary support from Mbrella donors, as well
as emotional support through SMS. Secondly, Mbrella will be transparent - donors
will truly know where their money is going. We will alert them to the transaction
cost of sending funds to Africa, and allow them to voluntarily donate to this cause
if they choose.

Lastly, Mbrella is being developed with experimentation in mind - the elements of
the platform can be easily shifted so that we can determine the most effective way
to solicit contributions, to provide feedback to donors, and to provide aid to
recipients. In 2017, we tested the effects of homophily, or the human tendency to
prefer similar others, donation anchor amounts, and photographs displaying various
emotions on charitable donations on an Mbrella prototype.
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PAYER JOURNEY (WIP)

Mbrella is a platform to connect co-funders (payers) directly with patients (savers). The payer journey is a WIP, but it will
directly connect with the patient journey.

Intend to Save Sign-up to M-TIBA Make the first 
deposit

Deposit regularly 
in M-TIBA

Patient journey

Intend to Give Sign up to Mbrella Find connection Set up repeat 
giving

Payer journey

WIP
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Study Design We used default amounts in combination with user journey choice to test whether
different types of donors might respond differently to different default amounts

Anchoring
Participants received one of three anchors on the donation page:

Introduction This year, we tested the ways in which we might increase donor engagement with
Mbrella. Previous research shows that a powerful way to change behavior is through the use of anchoring.
We wanted to test whether we could increase donation amounts and the number of donors by providing
prospective donors with different anchors.

Behavioral Economics

Anchoring potential donors with 
larger amounts may increase 
average donation amount, but 
lead fewer people to give. 

Mbrella Test: Anchoring

Increasing Donations via Anchors
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Results Anchoring had a significant effect on donation amount;
participants tended to donate amounts close to the anchors they were
given. However, while the $55 anchor yielded larger donations, it also
seemed to prevent some participants from donating at all. Anchoring
also affected donation propensity, as participants were more likely to
donate when they saw a $30 anchor compared to when they saw a $5 or
$55 anchor.

Additionally, participants high in cognitive reflection were less likely to
donate the default amount (p < .05).

Business Implication Moderate anchors seem to be effective for
potential Mbrella donors. Increasing the anchor to the maximum of
$55 has no discernible effect. There is even some evidence that a $55
anchor scares some donors away, so a moderate anchor is best.
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Study Design We used photographs displaying different emotions to test the added value of photos.

Photographs and Facial Expression
Participants all saw a description of “Walter”, a Kenyan with very low income. Walter was 
either shown with a photo or without. Those who saw a photo were exposed to either a happy, 
sad, or neutral photo.

Introduction The identifiable victim effect suggests that people tend to feel more sympathy toward a
single individual rather than a group of people. We wanted to test whether a) including a photo of the
recipient increases donations and b) whether the emotion displayed on the recipient’s face affects
donations.

Behavioral Economics

Previous research has established that 
people are more willing to donate to 
individuals than they are to groups of 
people. However, it is also possible 
that photographs of the recipient 
displaying various emotions could 
affect potential donors differently.

SMS Test: Photos

The Effects of Photos and Emotion on Donation

No PhotoHappy Photo Neutral PhotoSad Photo
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Results The results show that the inclusion of a photo has no effect on
whether people donate or the amount they are willing to donate on
Mbrella. Neutral and happy expressions show a pattern indicating that
they could potentially decrease donation amounts, while a sad
expression has a slight positive impact on donations (p = .08).
However, even the sad photo was no more effective than including no
photo at all.

Business Implication Since including a photo with a recipient description on the Mbrella site did not increase donations compared to a
description with no photo, including a photo may not be necessary. If we do include a photo, our results indicate that a sad expression will
likely result in the highest average donations on Mbrella.

Walter’s story seemed to deeply 
affect our participants. See the 
following quotes:

“I felt bad for Walter, it seemed 
like he struggled to save money 
and had a hard time coming up 
with the funds to save, ... That 
seems like an insurmountable goal 
to attain when making so little and 
still having to support a family.”

“His situation is distressing. No 
one should have to live like that.” 

Note: As seen in the screenshot above, participants were 
exposed to a very personal description of the recipient. While a 
sad photo has the potential to help, we would expect a small 
effect size given that we already provide extensive information 
about recipients on our site. 
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Study Design Participants were allowed to choose whether they would go through the homophily
journey or the random match journey. We also included a number of survey questions assessing individual
factors such as gender and thinking style.

User Journey
Participants chose between one of two journeys: random match or homophily

Introduction This year, we tested whether a preference for similar others (homophily) affects whether
people are willing to give on the Mbrella site. We also tested whether individual differences were related
to users’ choice of journey

Behavioral Economics

Homophily is similar to the idea 
that “birds of a feather flock 
together.” In other words, people 
tend to be more willing to help, 
and to feel more connected to, 
those who are similar to 
themselves.

Mbrella Test: Homophily

Homophily and Donation

Random Match JourneyHomophily Journey
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Results When given the choice, participants chose the homophily
and random match journeys equally as often.

The likelihood of participants choosing the homophily journey was
higher among participants who:

● Are female (p = .064)
● Have donated to charity in the past month (p = .079)
● Are low in cognitive reflection (a tendency for deliberative,

“system 2” thinking, p = .079)

In addition, we found an interaction effect of journey such that
participants were more likely to donate when they had chosen the
homophily journey, but only when they were given a $30 anchor.

Business Implication Individual factors may affect users’ choice of journey on the Mbrella site. Choice of homophily
journey also makes people especially likely to donate when they are given a $30 anchor.
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Metrics of success
Among all users registered, What does it imply? Incentive 1.0

Agent/Self
Incentive 2.0
Agent/Self

Importance Core strategy check-list

% users of accepting T&C out of ____ 
enrolled via agents and ____ self-
enrolled

Those who didn’t accept probably has low 
intention to save.

A: 90.7%
(~519k)
S: 99.7%
(~99k)

A: 93.5%
(~71k)
S: 99.99%
(~61k)

B - Send T&C, and value propositions sms to re-engage.
- Re-engage if new products launched.
- Excluded for current product pushes or analyses. 

% users of depositing in day 1 out of 
those accepted T&C

Unclear. It could be pushed by agents. A: 3.8%
S: 5.8%

A: 17.4%
S: 7.3%

B - Let users practice upon sign up with “free 50/-” split 
in 5 times to be deposited (agents don’t get paid if it 
doesn’t come in as 10/- for 5 times)

% users of depositing after day 1 in 1st 
calendar month (any amount)

Intention to use the wallet, unless pushed 
by agents, though unlikely.

A: 3.5%
S: 6.3%

A: 6.7%
S: 11.4%

A - Let agents receive high incentive for the non-day-0 
deposit of 50/- to get at 100 in 1st calendar month

% users of depositing after day 1 at 
least 100/- in 1st calendar month 

The reward of the first 50/- bonus is key to 
trigger 2nd deposit.

A: 1.4%
S: 2.4%

A: 4.1%
S: 3.9%

A - 1st SMS on savings emphasize that only 50/- more to 
get at 100 for the 50/- bonus

% users of depositing at least 100/- in 
1st calendar month 

The reward of the first 50/- bonus is key to 
trigger 2nd deposit.

A: 3.7%
S: 5.2%

A: 19.0%
S: 6.8%

A+ - 1st SMS on savings emphasize that only 50/- more to 
get at 100 for the 50/- bonus

% users of depositing at least twice in 
calendar month 1-3

Strong intention to use the wallet. Once 
sign up slows down, this would be the most 
key group to keep activated.

A: 3.3%
S: 6.0%

A: 7.1%
S: 9.2%

A+ - Repeated SMS to form habit

% users of depositing in calendar 
month 2

This can be an indicator of the success of 
strategy of 1st month’s 50/- bonus, as well 
as an indicator of retention.

A: 3.6%
S: 5.8%

A: 5.6%
S: 8.4%

A - SMS voucher (e.g., 500/-) for those saving 2 calendar 
months in a roll to build loyalty

% users of depositing in calendar 
month 3

This can be an indicator of the success of 
strategy of 1st month’s 50/- bonus, as well 
as an indicator of retention.

A: 2.6%
S: 4.6%

A: 2.6%
S: 3.9%

A - SMS voucher (e.g., 1000/-) for those saving 3 
calendar months in a roll to build loyalty, and create 
super savers identity
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2017 Field Visits



Field Visit 1
January 30th - February 13th

Participants

CAH: Ting, JW, Judson

PAF: Nicole, Alice, Doriane, Felix

CarePay: Kees, Barry, Steve

Dodore: Sijmen, Marilyn, Ingrid,
Hillary

Add pictures here
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Accomplishments and Results 

Identification of focus areas for future efforts

● Variable bonus
● Redesigning agent incentive
● Redesigning agent script
● User value propositions
● Designing future SMS blasts - focus on anchoring, goal-

setting, and personalization
● Calendar 2.0

Coordination of ongoing studies

● Preferences for restrictions - translations
● Discussion of current and past SMS blasts
● Discussion of calendar 1.0

Advanced Foresight Rewards!
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Field Visit 1
January 30th - February 13th



Field Visit 2
July 2nd - 29th

CAH: Ting, JW, Judson

PAF: Nicole, Alice, Felix, Liesbeth,   
Hannah

CarePay: Kees, Barry

Dodore: Marilyn, Ingrid, Domtila, Barrack
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Participants



Identification of focus areas for future efforts

● Variable bonus
● Designing future SMS blasts - focus on user 

segmentation, gamification, piggybacking, frequency of 
messages, incentives (vouchers)

● Calendar 3.0
● Cofunding website (mBrella)

Coordination of ongoing studies

● Calendar 2.0
● Health saving board game
● Discussion of current and past SMS blasts

Behavioral Mapping!
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Field Visit 2
July 2nd - 29th

Accomplishments and Results 
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David Neal, Ph.D. is Executive-in-Residence at The Center for Advanced Hindsight
and Founder and Managing Partner of Catalyst Behavioral Sciences. He is a social
psychologist specializing in behavior change and the advanced measurement of
human decision-making. He has published widely in the areas of social psychology,
cognitive science, and consumer behavior. His academic research focuses on basic
mechanisms of habit formation and habit change, especially in the context of health
behavior.

Dan Ariely is one of the world's most renowned behavioral economists. In 2013
Bloomberg recognized Dan as one of the Top 50 Most Influential thinkers. His
TED Talks which have been viewed by millions can be found at
https://www.ted.com/speakers/dan_ariely. He is a founding member of the Center
for Advanced Hindsight, Irrational Lab, and co-creator of the film documentary
(Dis)Honesty: The Truth About Lies, and various mobile applications that help
people make better decisions, among which Timeful was later acquired by Google.
His New York Times bestselling books include Predictably Irrational, The Upside
of Irrationality, The Honest Truth About Dishonesty, and Irrationally Yours. He
also has a bi-weekly advice column in the Wall Street Journal called “Ask Ariely.”
Dan can be found at www.danariely.com.

Dan Ariely
Director of CAH

Executive in Residence
David Neal

CAH TEAM
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Dr. Jan Willem Lindemans is a senior scientist at the Center for Advanced Hindsight,
specializing in financial and health decision making. Dr. Lindemans has published in
a wide range of disciplines, using both lab experiments and field experiments, with
partners in the finance and healthcare industries. He is also a social norm change
expert and has consulted extensively for a diverse organizations on both collective
and individual behavioral change, including UNICEF, Gates Foundation and
CareInternational, and has done social norms and behavioral economics trainings for
a diverse audience including some in developing countries.  At CAH, he has also been
working closely with various decision making apps, mostly related to finance.

Ting Jiang
Principal of Global Health 
and Development & Project 

Lead

Senior Scientist
Jan Willem Lindemans

Ting Jiang, Ph.D. is an experimental economist and has published in a wide range of
disciplines related to behavioral change, social norms, and unethical behavior. She is
an expert in social and behavioral change and has conducted lab and field
experiments in different countries. She has consulted for a diverse organizations
including the World Bank (on the World Development Report 2015: Mind, Society
and Behavior), Gates Foundation (on behavioral change around exclusive
breastfeeding), and the Department for International Development of the UK
government (on integrating social norm and behavioral economics insights in
effective programming). At CAH, she has also been working closely with various
decision making apps, related to both health and finance.
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Jean-Marie studied at Arnhem Business School and has extensive work experience
both in consulting and corporate environments. His focus areas are market research
and strategy, as part of which he has led industrial and consumer projects in a
variety of industries. Jean-Marie has previously worked in China, Germany and the
United Arab Emirates and is now based in Turkey.

Rebecca Kelley, JD is a lawyer by training and has been assisting researchers at the
Center for Advanced Hindsight for the last 5 years.

Judson Bonick studied public policy at Duke University, where he focused on
quantitative analysis techniques and social policy. He has previously worked with
the Office on Trafficking in Persons, the North Carolina Center for Public Policy
Research, and the East Durham Children's Initiative. Before returning to school, he
was an AmeriCorps volunteer and social worker.

Jean-Marie Schloemer
Market Research Consultant

Rebecca Kelley
Research Associate

Judson Bonick
Associate in Research
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Ciara joined the team last year after earning a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology at
the Rochester Institute of Technology. At RIT, she studied a variety of research
topics including emotion and attention, as well as physiological arousal and heart
rate variability as they relate to boredom and risk-taking.

Alex is a behavioral scientist on the Center for Advanced Hindsight’s Global Health
Team. Before arriving at CAH, he received a Bachelor’s degree in Cognitive
Science, and researched topics including moral psychology, cognitive neuroscience,
and affordance perception.

Matt joined the team this year after completing a MSc. in Cognitive and Decision
Science at UCL. He has worked in brand strategy and innovation where he
specialized in qualitative exploratory research, and taught high school Mathematics
with the Teach For America program.

Ciara Lutz
Associate in Research

Alex Moog
Associate in Research

Matt Bodien
Associate in Research

CAH TEAM
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